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Dedication

I’d like to dedicate this, my first written gesture into queer thought, to those who still
suffer silently from the regulating force of the familiar. Weirdos and randomness have
maybe always ruled the world, but not necessarily to the benefit of the idiosyncratic
individual that dares to present in the ordinary world. Let’s work together and show each
other how we are not one another, and that’s what makes life the great game it is.
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Abstract

QWERTY : WOMAN :: ABCDEF : MAN
or
Clear Syntax is Offline in Foxholes
or
How I Came to Live My Life as a Conjunction

Kathryn Marie Maddux, M.F.A.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2012

Supervisor: Sarah Canright

I position my work at the intersections of identity and form. More specifically,
I’m interested in how and why an individual’s physical appearance and demeanor
become communicative and are then interpreted. Socially, it seems that we still often
operate in ways that honor categorical distinctions between people, meaning for instance,
that a man is something and a woman is something different from a man. Well, what if a
woman can become a man or be read as a man simply by a change of clothes or through
the addition of simple hormone injections? If this is possible, what does it mean for the
terms that were previously understood to be fairly stable? Why does my body mean
something or have to mean something, and if it doesn’t have meaning, what is it that it
conveys? I live in a body that has shifted from something that was labeled female at birth
to something that is now read as male. This adjustment has radically undermined my
vi

relationship to the blunt categorical expectations that partition the social face of our
psychic lives. I’m unconvinced that the interpretation of my self is generally concurrent
with the interpretation of my form. Too often, I believe the latter restricts the potential of
the former. This is particularly evident in my unique position as a practically unreadable
gender. My physical cues point to a familiar position within the gender binary that I
don’t identify with. This limits my ability to engage with even members of my own
queer community without resorting to the act of disclosure. I’m also curious about the
flip side of this problem when, upon disclosure, the binary’s seam opens to be revealed as
faceted, possessing multiple, unnamable spaces that reflect uncertainty back into the
ideas of man and woman and render gender into a flexible field of characteristics that
individuals use for many things, as opposed to simply inhabit. My work addresses this
potential break between font and legibility, gesture and etiquette, the familiar and the
possible. My portrait of the body and gender is incidental not substantive.
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The Leverage of Questioning, Unknowing as Answer
It’s almost confounding to be confronted with the task of writing a thesis about
work that in many ways structurally hinges on the antithetical or maybe more exactly the
anti-synthesis. Maybe the solution is to map out my work through the antagonisms that
exist among my approaches rather than attempt to bring them into summation. Most of
my work and research have centered around writers and theorists who push reason and
power out of balance and off center, complicating any perceived synthesis and
denaturalizing any centralized, perceivable order. These thinkers’ primary goal is to help
us un-know what we assume we know by revealing contradiction and failure within some
of Western culture’s most dominant edifices. I will write on the fragments that constitute
my studio practice and the research that supports it. This will hopefully describe my
work in a way that does not encapsulate or taxonomize it.
Judith Butler’s Gender Trouble and Michel Foucault’s History of Sexuality
Volume One have become fundamentally important to my understanding of what I want
to do. Both texts isolate moments within the identity matrix, like gender, and push on
those terms until they are revealed to be not biologically inherent, but contingent
products, accumulations of cultural capital that exist because of ingrained power
structures. Neither author offers a “solution” to the problems that result from this gross
mislabeling and cutting up of humanity; rather their work lies in the description and
unraveling of the vast networks of performance and coding that determine the conditions
for the possibility of “Truth” in contemporary Western experience. I am specifically
interested in their work on the contemporary body.
The gender/sexuality problem as exposed by Foucault and Butler, opens into an
even broader ideological umbrella. The relationship between what is considered natural
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and/or authentic and what is labeled human or cultural bothers me. The idea of “Nature”
(which has traditionally been aligned with “Truth”) has been the prop for many of
humanity’s greatest abominations. “Nature” has historically been used time and again to
justify claims of white male superiority over other “types” of people. “Nature” has also
been used to justify eugenics and genocidal arguments and practices around the world. A
similar situation can be adjusted to that of a God (as Man and Nature’s governor) who
imparts entitlement to the conservative male to stake claims and affect policy in fields of
which he has little or no direct relation, such as women’s health. Similarly, scientists
have staked their claim to be “Nature’s” translators through the guise of objective proof
and the perfection of method. But it is now evident that even basic categories that science
previously divided humanity into are flawed, skewed, and political.

Each of these

examples illustrate that “Nature” is a highly charged idea that floats between meanings
depending on the speaker. “Nature” is a weak, but often convenient fall back argument
for a species that has defied strategies of development based merely on survival of the
fittest and mutation. The future of humanity will be determined by its desires, not
biological determinism or by any quality that can be said to be inherent to the species.
The superimposing of the idea of the “Natural” on top of almost any of today’s methods
of intelligence and understanding makes very little sense to me, since at this stage in
history humanity is largely a product of its own design.
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The Strategy of Queering: Queering as Practice, Politics, and Aesthetic
“Homosexual” is a “type” in a different way than “Queer” is. What is queerness
once separated from homosexuality?

The clearest summation I can give to such a

slippery idea, one which in essence appears to exist primarily in antagonism to
categorization, is that queering is less about knowing something than unknowing what
was once “True”. Queering doesn’t add vocabulary to the lexicon as much as it unwrites,
rewrites, or writes under that which had been previously defined and believed. Queering
can be a position that does not recognize “The Truth” (singular). Queering is against
containment and taxonomy, hence, anyone in the taxonomized LGBTQA sexual
spectrum is equally queer . Straight people can be queer. Queer identity doesn’t locate a
specific point within the sexual/gender matrix, as much as it makes claims to be wary of
any claims to privilege within that matrix.

A population that has been raised in

accordance with normative cultural values, but must upon maturation, defy those
ingrained codes in order to live healthfully and honestly, will probably and
understandably be driven to undermine or question other normative modes and modeling
within their culture. Hence, queering bleeds from conventions regarding gender and
sexuality into other customs, regulations, and tastes that might be flipped or turned inside
out.

Now, there exists a population that is potentially conjoined in their drive towards

difference with rough, though more stable, guarantees for their safety and voices. What
will our reflection(s) look like?
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A Third Destabilizing Nexus comes into Play: Transness
I have recently begun to remap and destabilize the meaning of my own body. I
am a transgendered man. Transitioning has made me much more comfortable in my own
skin. But, I have also become much more uncomfortably aware of what a gendered
experience does.

The currency of gender collides with my internal, sensational

experience of maleness in extremely uncomfortable ways. I have never wanted bodies to
mean very much, but unfortunately they do. The dissimilar systems of identity (social)
and sensation (internal) don’t synthesize. As a transman I straddle two communities and
two political positions.

I could be considered either an extra-ordinarily uncommon

sexual/gender minority or a straight, white male. But if I am both, this calls to question
the assumed conflict between the two. Within this pair of opposing constructions, I am
given the unique ability to choose a position by either remaining “stealth” or outing
myself as transgendered.
It’s both confounding and illuminating to have such a clear exhibition of the
interdependence of identity and power (or lack thereof) in relation to my own body. This
awkward new political/social position grew organically out of my individual internal and
physical experience, though. The constructed identity of my new body has two entirely
different structures of meaning mapped onto it. The question “What am I” can only be
resolved in pieces. Trans is a Latin prefix that means across, or beyond, or on the
opposite side. The definition of trans is inherently relational. My personal experience
within this trans identity has been surprisingly mediated by cultural constructions.
Though most of my changes are located within my physical form and the result of my
direct actions, I give great weight to what these changes may mean. I am very nervous
about inheriting privilege from my new reading. I am also aware that certain things,
when said by me as a straight male are taken very differently than they would be by me
4

as a lesbian. Incidences seem to split between their actuality and their interpretation.
This is not an uncommon phenomenon. It’s the way we read anything, and all bodies are
read. What interests me most about my particular encounters and readings is that in a
fundamental way they highlight, problematize, and de-naturalize so much of what has
been used to organize and format meaning in the West. The physical characteristics that
shape the skin of differences in our society are very malleable, but infrequently
undermined. The empowered discourse would like to deny the superficiality of this, the
basic male claim to dominance, the male body.
So, it may be possible to say that my body exhibits a breaking down of meaning
more than a construction or synthesis of a new identity. This is a question I’d like to
bring to my work.

How does an un-synthesized antithesis function?

Can it be

constructive in an antagonistic way? Is my body an example of a site where nonsense
starts to open up possibilities for new meaning?
My body becomes a site that highlights and exhibits the fundamental
incongruities between physical and abstract systems. My body becomes a device through
which dumb physical traits, like placement of hair or size of muscle, are transformed into
social devices like privilege. My body becomes a site where the Cartesian boundary
between mind and body is compromised. I can redraw my form. I am one of many who
is experiencing and redefining what it is to be human in an age in which scientists have
spliced tool and biological processes. The ingredients of life, like human hormones and
genes are being harnessed to change the shape of humanity. Tools were once what
determined the difference between the human and the animal. “Nature” and the “natural
body” were once the domain of God, magic, or the animal. We have opened many new
spaces between current human bodies and their inherited form that will result in new
negotiations of what it is to authentically express oneself and if that is even the goal. A
5

notable aside: we have been interjecting tools into the body for quite some time in the
forms of pacemakers or prescription drugs, but those alterations aren’t politicized like
HIV, transgenderism, or cyborgs.
My current theoretical interest orbits around these three destabilizing structures:
Foucault and Butler, Queering as a strategy, and Trans-ness as an identity. Working with
such unstable and floating platforms complicates any attempt to posit a central
positive/constructive term at the center of my work. I am more interested in an opposing
structure, one that splays, ruins and multiplies.
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Structures and/or Sutures of Meaning / Life within the Spectacle
Meaning is now constituted in revolutionary time/space configurations for the
millions if not billions of people who integrate their use of the internet with their daily
lives. I use the term “meaning” here to signify a life priority or personal identity
construction. It’s a big part of the “I am _____”.
If we were to think in terms of “structures of meaning” our time has little to do
with modes of even 20 years ago. Hierarchies do still exist, but power nexses are very
different than they could have been then. We have seen a decline in the significance of
geographically local organization and production, while there has been an amplification
of the potential power of very small groups through the internet’s incredibly fast and
dynamic modes of publishing. This exemplifies a dramatic and fundamental shift in the
way social meaning is defined and disseminated. There are virtual communities with
shared beliefs that have little or no correspondence with each other, though their
subscribers may live next door to one another. Within our culture there are thousands of
meaning-making machines or mechanisms like “World of Warcraft” or “Sean Hannity”
that exist at the top of one individual’s priorities though others may have never heard of
them. The media isn’t mass anymore, or at least not in the same way it has been. This
representation of the network as garbled, disjointed and uneven relates neatly with my
interest in relating disparate, contradictory instances of meaning instead of attempting to
create consensus or general synthesis.
So, this is the thinking around and through my work. I am in a problematic
position as the author who wishes to un-tell you what I do not claim to know.
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Practice
As I began my studies at UT, I was working exclusively with drawing. I was,
similar to now, presenting diagrams that questioned relationships between seemingly
disparate modes of formatting or understanding being. Archtypal, geometric, scientific,
and personal symbols described a stratified subjectivity with various fundamental
phenomenological conflicts splayed in simultaneous diagrammatical space. Eventually, I
determined both the project’s content and materiality to be limited and began looking into
other means of fleshing out these conceptual constellations. In pursuit of a medium that
offered more expressive latitude than the limited subtleties of my hand, I experimented
with diverse drawing materials from powders and paints to vector-based, digital
information.
Through drawing, I was attempting to describe a conflicted, labyrinthine
consciousness with depictions of conflated bodies in action. With this structure in mind,
I began experimenting with images/scans of my actual body. By disrupting the legibility
of these indexical images I discovered I could conjure an uncanny body, a body that
borders mine but doesn’t exist, a near missed twin.

For instance, one image I’ve been

working with is a photograph of a field of skin and hair with two navels. This body image
means things, just as mine does, but without a familiar or defined register. As I have
slipped into my own male twin, this distorted form offers others to me. This body has
other but loosely approximate colors and contours that confront my own. Through a filter
driven by distortion, the process and formal aspects of my work began to move towards
the incoherence of the content.
I have been using this torso with a doubled navel as a major theme for the past
two years. It has become a question I’m leveraging against the idea of the body as a
stable form. This anonymous belly represents an idiosyncratic individual and an
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unsettling stranger. The source image was originally captured via a flatbed scanner
hence, every follicle and hair are rendered in uncomfortably intimate detail. The instance
of difference and its mark on the individual are folded into the specificity of its wounds.
The naval becomes a sealed sexual orifice while remaining the original scar; a site where
the origination of the individual and the perpetuation of the species meet; a physical site
where there is a disturbance and rupture of the plane of flesh that covers the torso. It
represents the seam between generations and the alone-ness of the one, individual. Its
mirroring integrates a state of alteriority within the familiar, positioning the potential for
difference within the field of the accepted. As the navel becomes its own twin, it
undermines itself, and the banal becomes the fantastical.
I use photography to generate imagery for both my two-dimensional work
and sculpture.

Oftentimes, the 2d work is printed on transparency film, and then

composited with other images that have been manipulated digitally. I’ve also projected
manipulated images back onto my body and reshot them. I am very interested in modes
of visual capture and translation. I move images around a lot, circulating them between
digital and analogue processes. In a lot of ways, the work is about exchange and
mutation, how one image wavers against and into another. The layering of transparencies
results in an amassing of visual disjunctures that convolute depiction and reference.
Through the compounding of both digital and physical compositing, each layer of
imagery exists in relation to other layers. Each layer is both physically self-contained
and visually relational. They are essentially networked, and are often circulated between
pieces. There is sometimes a totalized visual impression, but it is undermined by the
viewer’s inability to distill a sense of clarity from the work’s components. Ultimately, the
viewer is left with an impression that doesn’t claim coherence or physical stability. In
fact, it retreats from both.
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I work with materials of varying opacity and reflectivity like glass, plastic film,
projected light and one-way mirror film. I also use sculptural objects like rope and
window framing that I do not alter from their original, functional form. The work uses
indexical images in two ways, photographically and sculpturally. But, this indexical
value of both are undermined by metaphorical extension. A grid wall might be used as a
structure from which to hang objects and as a geometry to catch and bind a figure.
Hanging ropes might be used to emulate intestines, and photographs are mirrored and
over-laid to create metaphoric reference that foregrounds the theatricality of the
presentation itself. Artifice is foregrounded through the shoddy assemblage techniques.
The images and objects don’t exist as comprehensive or stable positions.
My installation work has proven to be the most direct device for producing
friction between disparate, though coexistant terms.

The field’s hierarchy is

problematized by multiple entry points, or faces of my work. Generally, the installations
are to read as dysfunctional conjuctions or equations that don’t balance out. The work is
largely about these discordant internal relationships. The structure of the seams between
objects and images becomes a central part of the work’s language. The installations are
sentences with too many subjects, containers of multiple, stratified, lateral elements that
talk against each other.
A book is an unusual sort of disappearing container. The text, which is the source
of the reader’s internal experience, moves to the very edge of the conscious experience of
reading, and a new space is born between the reader and the print. My goal is not to
make work that disappears, but work that spurs multiple, fractured, uneasy internal
spaces; individual readings that may seem to work, but ultimately contradict or challenge
each other.

Any illusion that exists within my work is almost always ultimately

undermined or revealed. The image is often staged, in a sense, and the question becomes
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one of perspective. I’ve been advised to reify the image as if it’s something to believe
in.

To solidify and reinforce its appearance.

To help it justify itself through its

formatting. To clean it up and distill its meaning until it’s coherent. On one level, both
nonsense and randomness are both my aim and what has been said to diminish the work’s
effectiveness. But I have to ask, what could possibly be the stable center around which
this work would orbit?
I can’t render a portrait of trans-ness, though a trans experience is present within
the work. The trans-experience is inherently antithetical, without necessarilty being
oppositional. It is not a Frankenstenian body, because it is not actually a composite. The
amalgam is boundless; it extrapolates not encompasses. It is not a synthesis of difference
as much as it is an explosion of the artificial distinctions that we suffer through daily.
What is this house we call a home, the body? Why do we continue to hang our sense of
ourselves on this arbitrary instance of form when we are capable both intellectually and
politically to begin unraveling this fundamental source of alienation. The classic motif of
the body is long over due for new investigations because it is becoming a new thing. The
body and how we understand it, as it exists today has never existed before.
Within this network of understanding, the new body is not artificial. It is merely
evolving to become a better adapted creature and tool. Sculpting a subject’s expression
back onto their given figure becomes another instance of the ancient act of externalizing
consciousness in physical form, another interrogation of the subtle boundary between
inside and out, the personal and social. This new body is yet another opportunity for
humanity inquiry to draw out a more nuanced understanding of itself.
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